Dear readers,

It’s my pleasure and honor to welcome today the eleventh issue of well-established *Journal of Security and Sustainability Issues*. At first, I want to congratulate the publisher of the journal – The General Jonas Žemaitis Military Academy of Lithuania – with the international recognition of its product. As we can see, the journal is abstracted/indexed in numerous international databases, such as EBSCO, RePEC, ProQuest, EconBIZ, Lituanistika, Google Scholar and SCOPUS (Elsevier), what itself witnesses about high scientific quality of papers the journal publishes. Quality is driver of progress, to be it science or lives of societies. Quality compliments and enhances sustainability and conditions security.

Returning to the content of the journal, let me put an emphasis of especially contemporary and urgent scope the *Journal of Security and Sustainability Issues* tackles. Sustainability and security nowadays replaced topics, which practitioners, scientists and politicians were targeting a decade ago, i.e. economic growth, business management and public administration issues. Current concerns embrace more complex phenomena, hence interdisciplinary and convergence of various sciences is necessary as new emerging aspects of development have to be taken into account.

To add from my personal prospective and from point of view of my current responsibilities, I would like to bring your attention to security and sustainability issues related to sector development patterns. Agricultural sector has started to play a crucial role in economies of many countries due to a threat of global population growth, which might mean world resource exhaustion perspective. Alas, an increase in agricultural output does causes green gas emission, which, in its turn, is detrimental outcome of sustainable and secure development aim. This single contradiction illustrates complicity and controversy of path to common wellbeing.

Hence, let us together with *Journal of Security and Sustainability Issues* immerse ourselves into problem-solving process in order through fruitful discussion reveal efficient ways to our affluent, secure and sustainable future.

*Kind regards*

ŽIVILĖ PINSKUVIENĖ
Vice-minister of the Ministry of Agriculture of the Republic of Lithuania